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ANNOTATION
This document contains a manual for working with databases during the operation of the software
Geoinformation system «Panorama» (GIS «Panorama х64») PARB.00046-06.
GIS Panorama is a universal geoinformation system that has the tools for creating and editing
digital maps and city plans, processing remote sensing data, performing various measurements and
calculations, overlay operations, building 3D models, processing raster data, and preparing graphic
documents in electronic and hard copy format, as well as tools for working with databases.
This document will help the user to master the software product Geoinformation system
«Panorama» (GIS «Panorama х64») PARB.00046-06, assess the opportunities.
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1

CONTROL OF THE EXTERNAL DATABASE

The control system of the user's «Database» is the constituent of the software Geoinformation
system «Panorama» (GIS «Panorama х64») PARB.00046-06 and it is intended for operation with the data
stored in the separate tables of databases on local or the net disk. It is supported the work with databasemanagement system (DBMS) dBase, MS SQL, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Oracle. The external database can
contain attributive information about map objects in addition to its semantic characteristics.
«Database» allows to structure, to store and to process data of various types by creating custom projects.
Database project (Project of DB) is an aggregate of the separate data tables, ways of their displaying
and editing. The content of «Project of DB» is saved in the file: «Filename of the project. DBX».
For the specific digital map, several «Database projects» can be created. From the specific map,
only one «Database project» can be processed at a time.
The basis of «Database project» is a user-generated list of database tables. The user determines
(configures) the nature of the interconnection for tables from this list, indicates the subordinate and
control tables, the fields by which communication occurs.
There are two possibilities for review and editing contents of DB tables:
- with usage of «Standard Form» (SF), which one displays the table data as a standard grid with
possibility of their editing and execution the functions of search.
- with usage of «User Form» (UF). UF allows personally for each table to define the sequence of
displaying and information processing, using a set of visual components.
To activate the task of the control «Database», it is necessary to select item «Base Administrator»
from «Data Base» menu. «Database» is controlled by panel (Tools panel item of Data Base menu), which
one is placed after its activation at the bottom of the main system window and it is named «Main panel of
Database». For task termination «Base», it is necessary to switch off the sign activation for «Tools panel»
from «Data Base» menu. On «Main panel» the following controlling buttons are located (see Table 1).
Table 1 -

Controlling buttons of «Main panel of DB»

Open «Project of DB»

Close «Project of DB»

Show or hide form of «Database Administrator»

Show or hide «Standard form»

Active DB form (show / hide)

Querying data from the object database

«Main panel of DB» can resize and move to any place. Its main assignment is access to
«Administrator of DB».
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2

DATABASE ADMINISTRATOR

«Database Administrator» is intended for creation, support and usage of «DB Project».
The window of data administrator consists of the panel with menu («Project», «Edit», «Forms»,
«Service» …) and some bookmarks: «Data sources» (Tables), «User's forms», «Standard form»,
«Macroses», «Properties».

Figure 1 - Database Administrator
Menu «Project» contains following commands:
- Open – opens projects earlier built and saved on the disk;
- Close – closes the open project;
- Save – saves changes in the project;
- Save as ... – creates the project copy in the other file;
- Create – creates the new project;
- Delete – deletes the open project from the disk.
Menu «Edit» contains following commands:
- Add new section – creates a new thematic section;
- Change – allows to change a section name;
- Delete – deletes selected section with all subsections and tables.
Menu «Forms» contains following submenus and commands:
- All forms – allows to control displaying of all forms (to close, to open, to fold, to unfold);
- User forms – allows to control displaying of all user forms (to close, to open, to fold, to unfold);
- Standard form – allows to control displaying of the standard form (to close, to open, to fold, to
unfold).
Menu «Service» contains following commands:
- Setting of ODBC – allows to do access setting to the tables by using ODBC drivers.
- Manager SQL – is the environment of development and administration DBMS.
- Permissions – allows to configure the users access when working with a database project.
«Data sources» bookmark is intended to form a list of local tables and data modules with which it is
supposed to interact at work with a map. Data module serves to provide the centralized access to
components – data sets and their fields.
There are following controlling buttons on the bookmark:
- Add button – allows to add the table of DB into project.
- Delete button – allows to delete the table of DB from the project.
- Parameters button – allows change a descriptive name in project for the selected table.
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Browse button – allows to view the selected table.
Create button – allows to create a new DB table.
Structure button – allows to change structure of the selected DB table.
Map link button – allows to do links setting of the table with map objects.

«User forms» bookmark is intended for creation and work with user's forms.
There are following controlling buttons on the bookmark:
- Add button – calls out the form constructor.
- Change button – opens selected form in the form constructor for editing.
- Delete button – allows to delete selected user form from the project.
- Open button – allows to open selected user form for operations.
- Map link button – installs correlation between map objects types and user forms.
«Standard form» bookmark is intended for operations with the data from tables in tabular type.
There are following controlling buttons on the bookmark:
- Add master button – allows to select the master table of DB for operations with a map (there can
be any amount of master tables, but only one master table works with one map).
- Add detail button – allows to select the table of DB linked with the controlling table (not
necessarily the main one) by any of fields, and to customize this link. The specified mode
allows to set relations one for many between two tables.
- Change link button – allows to customize link between the tables by another field.
- Delete button – allows to delete the selected table from the project.
- Browse button – allows to view the selected table.
- Show button – allows to open standard form for operations.
«Macroses» bookmark is intended for rise of functionality at operation with the user's forms and
allows to assign execution of definite operations to the form's buttons.
There are following controlling buttons on the bookmark:
- Add button – allows to create and to add macros into the project.
- Change button – allows to change the macros.
- Delete button – allows to delete macros from the project.
«Properties» bookmark is intended for review and editing of project properties:
- Project name – it is a conditional name which one was specified by the user;
- File name – it is the full filename of «DB Project»;
- Project map file name (opened for the map) – it is the full filename of a map for which one «DB
Project» is opened;
- Get data files path by project file – this mode permits / forbids to store paths to data files
(tables) concerning the project file. At the expense of it the carry of the project with its tables
into other directory or onto other computer become easier.
2.1 Creation of a new project
For creation of a new project in «Database Administrator», it is necessary to select the command
«Create» («Project» menu), and in the appeared dialog window, to enter the conditional project name
(text briefly describing assignment of the specified project), and to define location and name for the
project file. Having opened «Properties» bookmark, it is possible to receive the information on the built
(loaded) project: «Conditional name», «File name» and «Name (file location) of the active map» with
which one the project will be connected. If necessary it is possible to update the conditional project name.
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The new project can be created as saving of existing one for what it is necessary to select the
command «Save as ... » («Project» menu), set a new location and project file name, and also its new
conditional name.
2.2 Converting projects from GIS «Map 2011»
To convert a project created in GIS «Map 2011», in «Database Administrator» select the command
«Open» («Project» menu) and select the project file. After that, click the button «Yes» to start the
conversion.

Figure 2 - Beginning of project conversion
After the conversion is completed, a corresponding message will be issued:

Figure 3 - Ending of project conversion
Conversion can take place with loss of information. To view and save the report about the project
conversion, click the button «Details».

Figure 4 - Viewing information after the project conversion
If the project was created using a client-server database, for example, MS SQL Server, then after
converting the project, it is necessary to configure the connection string to this database.
Select the string «Local tables» in the list of «Data sources», and click on the button «Properties».
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Figure 5 - Database administrator after the project conversion
Install the appropriate connection driver and create a connection string.

Figure 6 - Database connection parameters

Figure 7 - Forming a connection string to the database
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Figure 8 - Database connection parameters
After the connection is created, in the tree «Data sources» the name of the format and the name of
the data source will be added in the line «Local tables».

Figure 9 - Database administrator with the connected database
2.3 Creation and editing of thematic sections
Thematic sections are designed to increase the visibility and convenience of working with a
complex project. Thematic section allows visually form a virtual hierarchical tree of named nested folders
(nodes) in which the database tables or user forms will be located. To create in bookmarks «Tables» or
«User Forms», thematic sections, if necessary, select the command «Add the section name» («Edit»
menu) and enter the name of the element (section) and its location relative to the existing sections («Add
to current level», «Add to new level and insert before the current element»). It is possible to change a
section name or delete it by selecting of accordingly commands «Change», «Delete» from «Edit» menu.
It is also possible to delete selected section by pressing «Delete» button in «Data Sources» or «User
forms» bookmarks.
2.4 Database
Database (DB) is a set of related data, organized according to certain rules, providing general
principles of description, storage and manipulation, independent of the application programs. The
database is an information model of the subject area.
The database is accessed through a database management system (DBMS). DBMS provides support
for the creation of databases, centralized management and organization of access to them by various
users.
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DBMS are classified according to the mode of access to the database:
- File-server. In file-server DBMS, data files are located centrally on the file server. DBMS is
located on each client computer. DBMS access to data is carried out through a local network
(for example, dBase).
- Client-server. The client-server DBMS is located on the server along with the database and
provides access to the database in exclusive mode. All client requests for data processing are
processed centrally by the client-server DBMS (for example, Oracle, MS SQL Server,
PostgreSQL, MySQL).

Figure 10 - Scheme of operation with database
2.4.1
Main concepts about database tables
For one table several files are created which contain data, indexes, keys etc. Name of the main file
for the table (file containing the data) – it is a table name – it is set at creation of the table. The names of
remaining files for the table are assigned automatically, and the names of all these files coincide with the
table name, except of extensions for names; the different extensions indicate onto contents of the
appropriate file.
Each DB table consisting of lines and columns is intended for storage of information about one-type
objects of the system. The table line is named as record, and table column – field.
Keys and indexes can be defined in the tables. The key is a combination of fields, the data in which
uniquely define each record in the table. The simple key consists of one field, and complex (composite)
key – from several fields. Fields, on which the key is built, are named key fields. The key serves for
unique identification of the table records, and also for preventing repetitions of the key values. Thus the
values for separate fields of a composite key can repeat. Such key is called the primary key.
Index, as well as the key, is created by the table fields, however it can admit the values repetition of
components for its fields. Fields (on which the index is built) are named index fields. The indexes are
named at their creation. The index serves for tables sorting according index fields. Besides at usage of
indexing the retrieval rate of the data in the table become higher.
The table lists the field types of dBASE tables (see Table 2), as well as a description of the values
that can contain the field of the specified type. Table 3 lists the fields of MS SQL tables. Table 4 lists the
fields of the tables MySQL.
Table 2 Type
Character

Field types of dBASE tables

Date

Date

Logical
Memo

Logical value. The following values are allowed: T and Y (True), F and N (False)
Line of characters. Length is not limited. The characters are stored in the file with
DBT extension
Data are in the format, which is supported by OLE technology. The data are stored in

OLE

Values description
Characters line. Length no more than 255 characters
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Type
Number
Binary

Table 3 Type
bigint

Values description
the file with MB extension
Floating point number. Range: -10307_10308.
Accuracy of 15 digits of mantissa.
Sequence of bytes. Length is not limited. The bytes contain arbitrary binary value.

Field types of MS SQL tables

bit

Values description
Integers of large bit depth. Range from -9 223 372 036 854 775 808 to 9 223 372 036
854 775 807
Integer data with values of only 1 or 0. Usually replaced by the constants 'T' and 'F'

datetime

Date and time since 1 January 1753 to 31 December 9999

float

Numerical data with fixed accuracy. The range is from -1038-1 to 1038-1

image

Binary variable length data. The maximum length is 231-1 ((2147483647) bytes

int

Numerical values (integers) in the range from -2 147 483 648 to +2 147 483 647

smallint

Integer data

tinyint

Integer data in the range from 0 to 255

money

Monetary data. The range is from -263 (-922337203685477.5808) to 263-1
(+922337203685477.5807), the accuracy is up to 1 / 10,000 of the monetary unit

numeric (24,6)
text
uniqueidentifi
er
varbinary
varchar

Character data of variable length. The maximum length is 231-1 (2147483647)
characters
A unique number stored in a 16-byte binary string
Binary variable length data. The maximum length is 8000 bytes
Character data of variable length

varchar(MAX) Character data of variable length. The maximum length is 8000 characters
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Table 4 Type
varchar

Field types of MySQL

char
bigint

A string of fixed length, which on the right is padded with spaces up to the specified
length, when stored. The length range is from 1 to 255 characters.
Integers from -9 223 372 036 854 775 808 to 9 223 372 036 854 775 807

datetime

Date and time in the format YYYY-MM-DD HH: MM: SS

int

Integers from -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647

tinyint

Integers from -128 to 127

decimal(24,6)

Numerical data with fixed accuracy. The range is from -1038-1 to 1038-1

double

Double-precision floating-point number

float
smallint

A small (single precision) floating-point number. Ranges from -3.402823466E + 38 to
-1.175494351E-38, 0 and 1.175494351E-38 to 3.402823466E + 38
Integers from -32 768 to 32 767

text

String no more than 65,535 characters

year

Year in 2 or 4 digit format

timestamp

Date and time in timestamp format

longblob

Binary data not more than 4 294 967 295 characters

blob

String no more than 65,535 characters

enum

Enumeration. An object string that can accept only one value is selected from the list
of values «value 1», «value 2» or NULL. ENUM can have a maximum of 65535
different values
Set. An object string that can take zero or more values, each of which must be selected
from the list of values «value 1», «value 2», ... The SET field can have a maximum of
64 variants of values

set

Values description
A string up to 255 characters
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2.4.2
Database creation
To create a new database, it is necessary to:
1) Activate the bookmark «Data source of database administrator» and click the button «Create».
After that, the window «SQL Manager» appears on the screen. «SQL Manager» is an editor
used for access, configuration and database management.

Figure 11 - The window «SQL Manager»
2) Click the button «Create database» and select «Connection driver».

Figure 12 - The window «Connection properties»
3) In the list that opens, select the type of table to create.
It is possible to create the following types of databases:
- dBase;
- MS SQL;
- MySQL;
- Oracle;
- PostgreSQL.
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To create the database dBase, specify «Connection catalog», and click the button «OK».
4) Select the checkbox «Register after creation» and click the button «Finish».

Figure 13 - The window «Database creation of data dBase»
5) Select the item «Tables» in the tree, activate the menu with the right mouse button click, and go
to the item «Create a new table».

Figure 14 - The window « SQL Manager. Database creation of data dBase»
6) Define the structure of the table: «Field name», «Data type», «Size».
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Figure 15 - The window «SQL Manager. Creation of the table fields for database of data dBase»
7) To create the table indexes, right-click in the table editing field, and select «Indexes/Keys»
from the pop-up menu.

Figure 16 - The window «SQL Manager. Creation of the table indexes for database of data dBase»
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Figure 17 - The window «Creation of the table indexes for database of data dBase»
The secondary index is a look-up table that determines the logical sequence of records in the
physical table. It is possible to index the table by a certain field, for example, the name field, and thus
create a way to build a table in alphabetical sequence by last name, even if these names were entered in
the physical table in random sequence.
Because there are no keys for dBase tables, using the flag «Unique» is the only way to ensure the
uniqueness of records at the physical level (the level of the table organization).
8) After defining the structure of the table, it is necessary to save this table by right-clicking in the
header area of the table editing window and selecting the menu item «Save».

Figure 18 - The window «Database creation of data dBase»
As a result, a new table is recorded to the disk, initially empty, and all its files are automatically
created.
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9) Next, the window «Parameters of the data table in the project» appears, which indicates the
name and location of the table in the project.

Figure 19 - Parameters of data table
10) To create a database MS SQL, select the connection driver – Microsoft SQL Server and specify
«Connection source» («Connection file» or «Connection string»), or select the checkbox «Do
not use connection string».
11) To create a database MS SQL without using the connection string, select the corresponding
check box.

Figure 20 - The window «Connection properties»
12) Click the button «OK», then, in sequence specify the required connection parameters.

Figure 21 - The window «Connection parameters»
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Figure 22 - The window «Database creation»

Figure 23 - The window «Database creation»

Figure 24 - The window «Database creation»
After entering all parameters, MS SQL database will be created.
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Figure 25 - The window «SQL Manager»
13) To create tables, it is necessary to select the «Create table» item in the context menu of the
branch «Tables».
To determine the relationships between tables, it is necessary to specify the primary key of the
table. To do this, select «Set the primary key» in the context menu of the corresponding field.

Figure 26 - The window «SQL Manager. Database creation»
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Figure 27 - The window «Database creation»
14) After defining the structure of the table, it is necessary to save it by right-clicking in the header
area of the table editing window and selecting the menu item «Save».
15) To create a database MS SQL using the connection string, select «Connection source –
Connection string».

Figure 28 - The window «Connection properties»
16) To create a connection string, click the button «Create».
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Figure 29 - The window «Channel properties of data transmission»

Figure 30 - The window «Channel properties of data transmission»
17) Specify the database parameters.

Figure 31 - The window «Database creation»
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Figure 32 - The window «Database creation»

Figure 33 - The window «Database creation»

Figure 34 - The window «Database creation»
After entering all parameters, MS SQL database will be created.
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Figure 35 - The window «SQL Manager. Database creation»
2.4.3
Change of database table structure
It is possible to change the table structure, having selected «Structure» button on the form of
«Database Administrator». In the result, the window «SQL Manager» appears on the screen where it is
displayed the current structure of the table, make the necessary changes and save them.
2.5 Addition of the database tables into the project
For creation of DB tables list, it is necessary to select «Database sources of DB Administrator»
bookmark. Create, if necessary, thematic sections. Select the necessary thematic section and press the
button «Add».
Select the necessary connection parameters in the appeared dialog window.
For example, to add MS SQL Server table to the project, it is necessary to select the connection
driver – Microsoft SQL Server.

Figure 36 - The window «Addition the table into the project»
Next, specify «Data provider» and fill the connection parameters with data.
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Figure 37 - The window «Channel properties of data transmission»

Figure 38 - The window «Channel properties of data transmission»
To test the connection, click the button «Test Connection».

Figure 39 - Message about successful connection to database
If it is necessary to add a table from the database that has already been included in the project,
specify the connection driver and select the check box «Use the current connection».
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Figure 40 - The window «Addition the table into the project»
Next, specify «Table Name» from the current database, set «Name in the project».

Figure 41 - The window «Addition the table into the project»
Click the button «Finish». The table «List of streets» will be added to the database project.

Figure 42 - The window «Database Administrator»
2.5.1
What is ODBC data source and where to find it to adjust?
ODBC data sources are one of the technologies for accessing data. The technology allows you to
access data of various types and formats, for example, MS SQL, PostgreSQL, etc. To access data of a
specific type, the appropriate ODBC driver must be installed on the system.
It is possible to view and to configure existing data sources, to add new ones and to delete
unnecessary ones in «Administrator of data sources ODBC». This program is integrated into the system
Windows, and it is possible to activate it in several ways:
- In program GIS Panorama, select item of the menu «Base – ODBC Administrator».
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-

In program GIS Panorama, select item of the menu «Base – Open the project», or «Base –
Create the project». After activation of a window «Database administrator», select menu item
«Service – ODBC Control».
Press in Windows system the button «Start – Control (Settings) – Control panel».
Start a sign «Data sources of ODBC».

As a result of these actions «Administrator of ODBC data sources» will be started.
2.5.2
ODBC control for access to MS SQL Server database
1) Start the program «Administrator of data sources».
2) In the section «User DSN» or «System DSN», press the button «Add».
3) In the appeared window, choose the driver SQL Server, and press the button «Next» (Further).

Figure 43 - The window «Creation of data source»
4) The window of installations for data source appears. Enter a name of data source, for example,
ExzampleSql.

Figure 44 - The window «Creation of data source»
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Figure 45 - The window «Creation of data source»
5) Switch on the check box «Use by default a database», then select the file of database SQL Server
(for example, master).

Figure 46 - The window «Creation of data source»
6) Press «Next» and on the following page – «It is ready» (Ready-Submit).
7) Check operability of the created data source.

Figure 47 - The window «Creation of data source»
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8) Choose a pseudonym, for example, ExzampleSql.

Figure 48 - The window «Addition the table into the project»
9) Choose a name of the table and press the button «Add».

Figure 49 - The window «Addition the table into the project»
Using ODBC driver for SQL Server, it is necessary to have computer with installed MS SQL
Server.
2.6 The module of data
«The module of data» represents the container for placement of not visual components for access to
data: ADO connection, ADO table, ADO query, parameterized query, dBase table. The module of data is
used for ensuring the centralized access to components – to data sets and their fields.
For creation the new module of data, choose in «Administrator of data» a bookmark «Data
sources», choose the section «The module of data» in a tree, and activate the button «Create». After that
on the screen there will appear a window of «Designer Form» with «The module of data».
To add the new module data in «Designer Form», choose in the menu, command «The
Module of data/New» or to click on the toolbar pictogram. As a result, the new module of
data will be added with the name «Modul_data1».
The user can change this name by setting a new value to the property «Name» in «Inspector of
objects». On a form of «The module of data» it is possible to place one or several components of «Access
of data», and they can be of the same type.
The example of using a data module:
Consider using of «The module of data» when creating the forms Pie chart «Population density».
The form works with the data source that is located in «The module of data»:
Component – Table_ADO. The name of the table is t_district (Settlements of Noginsk district). The
name of the component is Table_ t_district.
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To create the form «Detailed settlement information», it is necessary to perform the following
actions:
1) In «Administrator of data» on the tab «User Forms», click the button «Create». «Designer Form»
is activated.
2) Create a new form (the command «Form / New», or by selecting the button «Create a new
form»).
3) Set the property «Name» to Pie chart «Population density».
4) Place, on the form, the components for data management «Grid».
5) Set the property «Set of data» the value «Module_data1.Table_t_district».
6) Save the created form.

Figure 50 - The example of «User Forms»
Thus the data module allows to store and to use centrally components – data sources.
2.7 Queries to database tables
One of the major operations which are carried out during the work with data, it is a selection of
information which was stored in the database. For this purpose, the user has to create and execute the
query. The query can be configured for databases MS SQL, MySQL, PostgreSQL.
2.7.1
Main information about SQL language
SQL language is oriented to work with database tables, as well as performing some auxiliary
actions. A program in SQL is called the SQL query. Using the SQL query, it is possible to:
- form fields of a data set at the application execution;
- include fields and records from several tables into data set;
- select records by complicated criteria;
- sort a data set by any field including not indexed;
- execute data search.
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2.7.1.1 SQL functions
SQL language provides a number of functions used in expressions. The most often applied
functions are following:
- AVERAGE () – the average value;
- COUNT () – the quantity of values;
- MAXIMUM () – the maximum value;
- MINIMUM () – the minimum value;
- SUM () – the sum of values.
2.7.1.2 Characteristics of the operator «Select»
The data selection of the tables is consisted in selection from the tables those fields and records that
are satisfying to specified conditions. The result of the query, based on which the records are selected, is
called «sampling». The data can be selected from one or several tables by usage of SELECT operator.
SELECT operator is the most important operator of SQL language. It is used to select records that
meet complex search criteria. This operator has the following format:
SELECT [DISTINCT]
< List of Fields > or *
FROM <List of Tables>
[WHERE <Selection Criteria>]
[ORDER BY <List of fields for sorting>]
[GROUP BY <List of fields for grouping>]
[HAVING <Grouping Conditions>]
The note: at the description of language operators we shall pull down unessential operands and
elements, for the denotation of separate elements we shall use characters «<» and «>» (these characters
are not shown at programming), the optional elements of language constructions are enclosed in square
brackets. For visualization we shall write reserved words of SQL language by line letters, and names by
capital letters. The elements in lists, for example, names of fields and tables should be separated by
commas.
The results of SELECT– operator execution is the data set which may have the allowed or
forbidden recurring records (having identical values of all fields). It is controlled by DISTINCT
descriptor. If descriptor misses, data set can include records having identical values of all fields.
It is required to include into description of SELECT operator the list of fields and operand FROM.
The remaining operands are not mandatory. Names of the tables from which you select the records are
enumerated in FROM operand. The list should contain as minimum one table.
The list of fields defines the fields structure of a resulting data set, these fields can belong to the
different tables. Even one field should be preset in the list. If it is required to include all fields of the table
(tables) into a set instead of names enumeration it is possible to indicate the character «*». If the list
contains fields of several tables then to indicate belonging of a field to this or that table the composite
name will be used which one includes a name of the table and name of a field separated by point: <Table
name>. <Field name>.
WHERE operand set the criteria to which the records of a resulting data set should satisfy. The
expression describing condition of selection is a logical one. Its elements can be fields' names, operations
of comparing, arithmetic and logic operations, bracket, function LIKE, NULL, IN etc.
GROUP BY operand allows to mark records groups in a resulting data set. Group is the records
with identical values in fields listed after GROUP BY operand. Marking of groups is necessary for
execution of group operations with records.
HAVING operand is used with GROUP BY operand for selection of records inside the groups. The
writing rules of grouping condition are similar to the forming rules of selection condition in WHERE
operand.
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ORDER BY operand contains the fields list that defines sorting order of records in a resulting data
set. By default sorting according to each field run in the order of values increase. If it is necessary to set
descending sort for a field, after a name of this field the descriptor DESC must be indicated.
2.7.1.3 Examples of creating queries
Example 1. Selection of all fields.
select * from t_locality
As an execution result of this query all fields and all records from table t_locality are included into a
data set. The fields sequence of a data set corresponds to the arrangement order of physical fields of the
table definite at its creation.
Example 2. Definition of data set fields.
select linksheet, linkobject from t_locality
The data set generated by SQL query, includes the fields linksheet and linkobject of all entries from
the table t_locality. The fields sequence in the data set will correspond to the sequence of the fields in this
list.
Example 3. Selection of records with unique values of a field.
select distinct linkobject from t_locality
The records are selected from the table t_locality, in this case, each value of the field
LINKOBJECT is included in the data set only once.
Example 4. Selection of records from two tables.
select * from t_locality, t_district
The resulting data set contains all fields of all records from tables t_locality and t_district.
Example 5. Selection of fields from different tables.
select t_locality. linkobject , t_district.info from t_locality, t_district
The resulting data set contains the field linkobject from the table t_locality and the field l_info from
the table t_district.
2.7.1.4 Simple criterion of records selection
In the previous example the resulting data set contained all records from the indicated tables, thus
the user could control a structure of fields of these records. In practice into a data set normally the records
satisfying to any definite criteria assigned with the help of WHERE operand is included.
Selection criterion represents a logical expression in which it is possible to use following
operations:
- comparing operations (=, >, <, < >);
- LIKE – comparing by template;
- IS NULL – check of zero value;
- IN – check of entrance;
- BETWEEN – check of entrance into a range.
In simple selection criterion one operation is used. For operations of comparing and comparing by
template the selection criterion has the following format:
< Expression 1 > < Comparing operation > < Expression 2 >
Example 1. Selection of records by values of a numeric field.
select l_kladr from t_locality where linkobject >1000
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The operator specifies the receipt of a list of KLADER codes (Classifier of addresses for Russia)
that have the object number greater than 1000.
Example 2. Selection of records by values of a character field.
select linkobject from t_locality where linksheet = ‘Moscow region’
In this example, a list of object numbers of the Moscow Region is compiled.
Example 3. Check of partial coincidence.
select linkobject from t_locality where linksheet like “mos%”
Obtaining a list of objects, whose names begin with the letters «Mos».
The expressions for the operation LIKE are used the special characters:
- «%» – substitution of any amount of characters, including zero character;
- «_» – substitution of one character.
2.7.1.5 Complicated criteria of records selection
It is possible to use some operations at definition of records selection criterion. The complicated
criterion (logical expression) consists of following elements:
- simple criteria;
- logical operations;
- round brackets.
It is possible to use logical operations:
- AND – logical AND;
- OR – logical OR;
- NOT – logical NOT.
Example. Complex selection criteria
select * from t_locality where (linksheet = 'Moscow region') and (l_kladr = 5002100011500)
In the example above, a settlement is chosen that is located in the Moscow region and has the value
of the code KLADER 5002100011500.
2.7.1.6 Records sorting
Sorting is the ordering of records in ascending or descending order of field values. The fields that
are sorted are specified in the operand ORDER BY. By default, sorting takes place in ascending order of
field values.
Example. Sorting of records.
select * from t_locality order by l_kladr
Sorting of records is specified by the field l_kladr.
2.7.1.7 Records editing
The editing of records is a change of field values in group of records. It is executed by operator
UPDATE.
UPDATE <Table name>
SET < Field name> = (Expression),
…
< Field name > = (Expression)
[WHERE < Condition of selection >];
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Example. Change of field values.
update t_locality set linksheet = 'Moscow region'
In the field LINKSHEET, it is recorded the value Moscow region.
2.7.1.8 Records insert
Inserting records into the table is performed using the operator INSERT, which allows to add one or
more records to the tables.
INSERT INTO <Table Name>
(<Field List>)
VALUES (<List of values>);
Example. Addition of the record.
insert into t_locality (linksheet, l_kladr)
values(“Moscow region”,5002100011500);
In the table t_locality, it is included a new entry containing the name of the map sheet and the value
of the code KLADER.
2.7.1.9 Records deleting
To delete records use the operator DELETE having the following format:
DELETE FROM < Table name >
[WHERE < Condition of selection >];
Example. Deleting of the record.
delete from t_locality where linkobject = 0 ;
From the table t_locality, all records that have a null value in the field linkobject are deleted.
2.7.1.10 Joining tables
In a data set, it is possible to include fields from different tables, a similar inclusion is called a join
(binding). Joining of the tables can be internal or external.
An internal join represents the simplest case, when the fields of different tables are listed after the
word SELECT.
Example. Internal join of tables using the selection criterion
select t_locality.kladr, t_district.name_posel
From t_locality, t_district where t_locality.posel_id = t_district.posel_id
A connection is established between the tables t_locality and t_district. The data set includes the
field l_kladr from the table t_locality and the field d_name from the table t_district in accordance with the
identifier of settlement.
For internal tables connections, whose fields are specified in the query SQL, are equal.
With the external table connection, it is possible to specify which of the tables will be the primary
and which of the tables will be the subordinate. In this case, the format of the operand FROM has the
view:
FROM <Table1> [<Connection type>] JOIN <Table 2> ON <Selection condition>
The selection criterion after the word ON specifies the condition for including records in the data
set; linked tables are indicated to the left and right of the word JOIN. Which of the two tables will be the
main one determines the type of connection:
- LEFT – left;
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RIGHT – on the right (default).

Example. External connection
select t_locality.sem9,t_locality.l_kladr, t_district.d_name
from
t_locality left join t_district on t_locality. district_ref= t_district.id
As in the previous example, the tables t_locality and t_district are associated.
2.7.2
Creation of SQL query
To create a new SQL query on the page «Data Sources of Administrator DB», create «The Module
of data» by clicking the button «Create» (or select the existing data module in the tree). After that, the
window «Form Designer» appears with «The Module of data» on the screen. Place on «The Module of
data» the components «ADO Connection» and «ADO Query» («Data access» bookmark). Fill in the
appropriate properties – connection string, query text.
ADO Connection

ADO Query

Figure 51 - The window «Forming the text of the query»
To create and execute SQL queries, «Query editor» and «Query builder» are provided.
2.7.2.1 Query editor
«Query editor» is a dialog for visual query creation using the technology «drag and drop». A
general view of the dialogue is shown in Figure 52.
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Figure 52 - The window «Query editor»
At the top of «Query editor» is a toolbar containing command buttons (see Table 5).
Table 5 -

The toolbar «Query editor»

Exit with saving of query

Exit without saving of query

Choice of DB location

New query

Hide/show bookmarks (Settings, Query text, Query results)

Hide/show the list of DB tables names

Generate query, i.e. to generate query text

Execute query
Save results of query. At activation of this button, the window «Saving of a data set into a file»
opens. In this window, the fields are set (specified), displayed in the right list, their aliases (the
user can set own field name, having clicked twice by the left mouse button on the chosen cell)
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and type of saved file
Refresh tables list

«Query editor» window is divided onto two parts by vertical line:
- In left part the panel of design is located, on which the user places tables, specifies link fields.
- The list of database tables is located in the right sub-window.
If location of a database was not specified at activation of «Query editor» dialog, you can specify it
by clicking the button «Location» on the toolbar. The list of database tables is displayed in the right panel
(sub-window).
Mark the required table in the right sub-window, with pressed left mouse button, drag it on the
design panel. Names of the table and all its fields will be displayed on the panel. To the left of a field
name there is a flag. For selection of records from the table it is necessary to click the left mouse button
on a flag of a field then the tick will appear.
After flag installation the information about table field is automatically filling in «Settings»
bookmark. By default sorting is absent. To set sorting the specified field, press the left mouse button on
the arrow located in «Sort» line.
It is possible to include fields from different tables into a data set. To set the link between the tables,
execute the following:
Place the tables on the design panel;
Click on the name area of the field in one of tables and, not releasing the left mouse button, drag
cursor onto name area of the table field with which link will be realized.
By default, it is assigned the comparison operator, the sign of equality «=». To make changes for
communication parameters, click the right mouse button on this operator.
For cancellation of link and choice of fields click the right mouse button on the list of the table
fields.
For receiving the query text corresponding to visual query, it is necessary to press «Generate query»
button in the tools panel. If there are no mistakes in query construction the window of SQL query editor
automatically opens, where the text of the received query is contained in SQL language («Query text»
bookmark).
For query execution it is necessary to press the button with image of a yellow lightning in tools
panel. Before query execution a check of its correctness takes place. At execution of correctly made query
a window appears containing records of a data set, which is query result («Query results» bookmark).
Results of query can be saved by pressing «Save results of query» button on the tools panel.
The query text can be saved in the project by pressing «Ok» button on tools panel.
2.7.2.2 Query builder
«Query builder» is a dialog for facilitating the creation of a query using the technology «drag and
drop». A general view of the dialogue is shown in Figure 53.
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Figure 53 - The window «Query builder»
At the top of «Query builder», it is a toolbar that contains command buttons (see Table 6).
Table 6 -

The toolbar «Query builder»

Exit with saving of query

Exit without saving of query

Choice of DB location

New query

Hide/show bookmarks («Settings», «Query text», «Query results»)

Hide/show the list of DB tables names

Execute query
Save results of query. At activation of this button the window «Saving of a data set into a file»
opens. In this window, the fields are set, displayed in the right list, their aliases (the user can set
own field name, having clicked twice by the left mouse button on the chosen cell) and type of
saved file
Refresh tables list
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The main window «Query builder» is divided onto two parts by vertical line:
- In left part, it is located the panel of design, on which the user places tables, used in query;
- A list of database tables is located in the right sub-window.
Under the main window there is bookmark «Query text». It contains a window of editor SQL query.
In the editor, the text of query can be entered manually, however it increases mistake probability.
Below it is located the operators panel containing command buttons for query forming.
Under operators’ panel, there is a window in which functions and operators of SQL language are
displayed. In the left part of window there is a tree of key functions. The user has an opportunity to move
on sections of a tree. Automatically in the right part of a window, it is displayed the list of functions and
operators
Let's consider process of SQL query forming.
If location of a database was not specified at activation of «Query builder» dialog, then set it,
having pressed «Location» button on the tools panel. In the right sub-window, the list of database tables
will be displayed.
Mark the required table in the tables list with pressed left mouse button, drag it on the design panel.
Names of the table and all its fields will be displayed on the panel.
Add the operator into window «Editor of SQL query». The user can enter manually the name of
operator, or press the command button on the operators’ panel, or execute the following actions:
- with the help of a tree for key functions to choose the necessary section;
- to choose the required operator in the list, for example SELECT, and, with pressed left mouse
button, drag it into window «Editor of SQL query».
For indication of a field which will be placed into resulting data set, choose it in the list of fields (on
the design panel) and, with pressed left mouse button, drag it into editor window.
To indicate name of the table from which selection of records is carried out, bring the
mouse cursor to a badge with the image (located on the design panel at the end of the list of
the table fields’ names) and, with pressed left mouse button, drag it into editor window.
Make all query text. Do not forget to separate operators, functions, names of fields and tables by
blanks (gaps). It is possible to include fields from different tables into a data set.
To close the table, click the right mouse button on the list of table fields.
For query execution it is necessary to press the button with image of a yellow lightning in tools
panel. Before query execution a check of its correctness takes place. At execution of correctly made query
a window appears containing records of a data set, which is query result («Query results» bookmark).
Results of query can be saved by pressing «Save results of query» button on the tools panel.
The query text can be saved in the project by pressing «Ok» button on tools panel.
2.8 Addition of «user's forms» into the project
For form creation it is necessary beforehand in «Administrator of DB» in a bookmark «Data
sources» to define a set of the database tables for the specified thematic project.
Then in a bookmark «User forms» create, if necessary, thematic sections and press «Create» button.
After appearance of the form constructor create the empty form. For this purpose you can select «New»»
item from «Form» menu or press «Create a new form» button. After call of «Form constructor» and
appearance of the empty form, it is possible to place in it and customize necessary components (even
one), define if necessary form header, and give it a name by any amount of characters without blanks.
Position and size of the form, at operations with it, will be corresponded to its position and sizes,
specified at its creation.
The again created form is saved by its allocation into thematic sections («Save form into project»
form constructor button).
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The created form can be edited. For this purpose, it is necessary to select it and press «Change»
button, thus «Form constructor» will open. The saving of the forms after editing is made at pressing onto
«Save form» button. The copy of the open for editing form can be saved into any place of thematic
sections. In more detail operations with form constructor is described in section «Form constructor».
For deleting user's form from the project, it is necessary to select it («User forms» bookmark) and
press «Delete» button.
For review and operations with the created form, it is necessary to select it and press «Open»
button.
2.8.1
Links of map object with the user's form
At selection of map object the information about it is shown in standard description: the metrics,
semantics, type etc. Instead of the standard information about the map object it is possible to show the
tabular data in user-friendly view. For realization of such possibility it is necessary beforehand to create
the user's form and to point for review of which map objects this form is intended.
For this purpose it is necessary to select «User forms» bookmark in «Administrator of DB», to press
button «Map link» and in the dialogue «Link parameters of User forms and map objects » to add new
string («Add» button). For each string the following information is filling:
- Form name – name of the user's form (it is selected from the dialogue «List of the project
forms»);
- Link type – type of link between the form and map (it is selected from the list). The form of the
user can be connected to the map object or with a map layer;
- Key value – an object image or a layer (it is selected from the dialog «Map object selection»);
- Localization – character of object localization (object type is selected from the list).
The editing of the above mentioned columns is executed by double click of a mouse button in each
of them.
Memorizing of the link parameters is fulfilled by pressing onto button «Setup»).
If it is required for example to set the link between the object «Pools of area localization» from a
layer of «Hydrography» and the user's form, it is necessary to do the following:
- create the form of user (in «User forms» bookmark use the mode «Add»);
- set the link parameters of the user form and a map object (in «User forms» bookmark use the
mode «Map link»);
- link the map object and the database table entry. On the bookmark «Data sources» in the mode
«Browse», or in the bookmark «Standard form» in the mode «Browse», select the menu item
«Map / Link object and record» or by using the button «Link object and record»;
- select the button «Query form for the object» on the control panel of Database. This panel is
located at the bottom of the main window of the system after the menu item «Tools panel
/Database» («Tasks / Base») is activated;
- By double-clicking on the selected object, the user form is activated. If the map object is not
associated with a table entry, the message «Record for object is not found» appears. In this case,
if the form of the user contains the component «Work panel», it is possible to use the button
«Link object and record» to link the map object to the table entry.
The button «Query form for the object»

The button «Link object and record»
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The form of the user that is used to view the parameters of the map object must necessarily have a
filled-in property – «Active data set». This property indicates the data set of the form, among which
records the data for the selected map object will be searched. In the event that the property is not filled
correctly, a warning «Link parameters with a map are not found» will be generated.
2.9 Creation and usage of macroses
At operations with «User Forms» it is possible to use following macroses together with «Button»
component:
- Open form;
- Close form;
- Run application.
When creating the macros «Open form» and «Close form», as a parameter, it is selected the user
form name from already created forms.
When creating the macros «Run application», it is selected the executed external program with the
extension EXE, and specified the parameters for start of the application.
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3

LINK OF MAP OBJECTS WITH RECORD OF DATA TABLE

The correlation setting between the map object and selected record of the current table (query) is
implemented to associate the information about the terrain object stored in external (in relation to GIS
Panorama) tables of databases and inner patterns of GIS Panorama.
The link with map object is installed by saving in the table the unique data about the map object
such as its number and sheet name on which one it is arranged.
The link of the table and map can be of the following types:
- internal link type (the link parameters are saved in special fields of the tables having a
predetermined name and structure);
- external link type (the link parameters are saved in the automatically created external file).
- absence of link with a map (for the tables which one should not have link);
- link by semantics (setup of the link by value of the semantic object characteristic and by value
of the table field).
At addition of the tables into «DB Project», it is automatically offered to customize the link
parameters by default. The following values are perceived as default parameters:
- link type – internal;
- link fields LINKSHEET – for a sheet name, LINKOBJECT – for an object number;
- in the absence of communication fields, they are added automatically.
In the process of working with «Database Project», the communication parameters can be
redefined. To do this, on the bookmark «Data Sources», it is necessary to click the button «Map link».
It is recommended to set the default communication parameters. This type of communication is the
most reliable. It is used in all applied tasks of GIS Panorama. For example, when performing a thematic
mapping operation, you will no longer have to search for map objects if the link type «Internal with
default field names» (LINKSHEET and LINKOBJECT) is set.
Link type is selected from the dialog of the link parameters setting. The order of setting is as
follows:
1) Set the necessary link type in the menu;
2) Customize link parameters;
3) Save changes.
For internal link type following parameters are set:
- Field name for storage of a map sheet name. The field should be the character one of length not
less than 24. By default the field name is LINKSHEET.
- Field name for storage of map object number in the sheet limits. The field should be a numerical
one, permitting to record the type – lengthy integer. For tables DBase – type «N 10.0». By
default, the field name is LINKOBJECT;
- Flag for automatic addition of fields in case of their absence;
- Flag for monitoring duplication of links;
- The permission flag to establish a connection when a filter is superimposed on a table.
For external link type following parameters are set:
- The name of the file to store the communication data. The file name can be defined by default
by pressing the button «File name» by default. In this case, the name of the communication
parameters file will be formed by adding the table name to the map name and with the extension
DBI in the subdirectory \BASE of the directory, where the file of map passport is located, to
which this table is opened. At moving the data table or the map onto other carrier do not forget
to copy and link file. Losing of it will cause destruction of all links of map and table. For each
combination map – table, it is created a separate link file.
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Name of the communication field. It is specified a field in the table that contains unique values.
Type of connection: «one to one» or «many to many».
Flag for monitoring duplication of links.
The permission flag to establish a connection when a filter is superimposed on a table.

For link by semantics following parameters are set:
- Semantics name – unique name of the semantic characteristic from the map classifier. By values
of specified semantics, the link will be set.
- Name of the table field, the values of which one should coincide with values of the object
semantics at the moment of link setup. The type of the specified field can be numeric or
character. If link is set by a character field, then the first 63 characters are taking into account.
- Flag of permission onto editing of the table. If the editing is forbidden, and the specified field
does not contain values, the link is not made.
- Parameters of map object (additional limitations onto type of map object).
The parameters for the map object are:
- any (without limitations);
- object (link can be set only with the map object of a specified type);
- layer (link can be set only with objects of a selected layer with the indicated localization).
If link type «Object» or «Layer» is set, the key value of map object and its type are selected
additionally.
The limitations onto the type of map object are used for unambiguous linking of table records and
objects. For example, it is required to set the link by the semantic characteristic «Own name», which one
matters «Moscow». The specified value can belong to several objects on a map (city, river). For concrete
choice of the object it is necessary to indicate the key value of the object (for example, Rivers invariable
(L0031410003)) and type (line). The key value is selected with help of the dialog «Object selection».
First of all to use:
- at the moment of link setup, value of semantics from the table field. If value of the semantic
object characteristic does not coincide with value of the field, then it is substituted by value
from the table;
- at the moment of link setup value of semantics. If value of the semantic object characteristic
does not coincide with value of the table field, then the value in the table is substituted
(provided that editing the table is allowed).
«External» link type allows organize link of one table with several maps and also of one record with
several map objects.
«Internal» link type allows organize link of the table only with one map in mode «One record – One
object».
The execution of operations on link setup for table record with map object are implemented with
usage of controlling buttons in «User form» (UF) or in «Standard form» (SF), by clicking the command
button «Query form for object» located on the main panel.
For execution of these operations there is a special set of controlling buttons in «User form» and in
«Standard form»:
- Link – to bind the current record with the selected map object;
- Find object – to find the map object which one is linked to current table record;
- Find record – to find record in the current table which one is linked to the selected map object;
- Allocate – to mark map objects which one are linked with accessible at the specified moment
records from the current data table;
- Cancel – to cancel plural allocation of map objects.
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To link the current record with selected map object it is necessary to press the button «Link» on the
main panel of SF or UF. The mode is considered as active till the appropriate button is in a pressed
position.
After choice of the mode «Link record and map object» it is necessary to do following:
- move the pointer of current record onto the necessary record of the table;
- select the map object.
Find the map object for current record. The search of the map object appropriate to current record of
the table is implemented provided that this record was earlier linked with the map object. If the object is
found it will appear in a map browsing window and will be allocated.
Find record for the selected object. For search of record linked with the map object it is necessary:
- select the map object;
- press the button Find record.
In a case when «User form» isn't created, for more exact information search about object of the map
«Parameters of communication for table search» are filled:
- The table is linked with the map (it is installed by default);
- The table is linked with a map layer.
If the object isn't connected with the map, after activation of the mode «Form Query for object», it
is activated the special form in which record is automatically added, with the filled values of number for
object of the map and a name of the map sheet. The user has opportunity to make changes to this record,
to keep or refuse this operation. If connection parameters weren't established or in the project there are no
the tables connected with this object, the first table of the list is displayed.
Buttons («Forward» and «Back») are intended for vertical layer-by-layer movement on objects of
the map.
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4

STANDARD FORM FOR OPERATIONS WITH TABLES

«Standard form» (SF) is intended for displaying and editing data of DB tables.
SF can operate in modes:
- Browse tables tree. Structure of tables tree of SF is set by user in bookmark «Standard form of
Base Administrator». In this tree, the user can set at once some master and detail tables. For
activation of SF press the button «Show» (Display).
- Browse separate table. Activation of SF is realized with the help of the button «Browse» (View)
located in the bookmark «Standard form», or in the bookmark «Data sources».
- Administrator of DB.
After activation, SF looks like it is shown in the figure, and it has:
- Main window;
- Main menu;
- Access panel for the data table;
- Map communication panel and data table.

Figure 54 - The window «Standard form for working with tables»
Name (file location) of active map is shown in the line of SF heading.
«Main window» serves for data presentation in a tabular kind and looks similarly to a spreadsheet.
It consists of three elements: a line of column headings, a line for entering data filtering conditions, a data
grid.
«Main menu», «Access panel» (it is under the main menu), «Link panel» (Communication panel –
it is in the left part of the main window) contain a set of commands and buttons which allow to look
through and to edit data, and also to adjust view of the shown data.
«Map communication panel and data table» contains the following command buttons:
- link the current record to the selected map object;
- find the map object associated with the current record in the database;
- find an entry in the database associated with the current map object;
- select all objects associated with the available records;
- show records for selected objects;
- reset allocated objects.
In the right part of «Access panel» is a window that contains a list of indexes. The current index is
selected from the list of indexes that were specified when the table was created. Most often, indexes are
determined when the table is created and does not change during the process of working with the table.
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However, the user can change the indexes defined for the table using the command «Structure» in the
bookmark «Data Sources of DB Administrator».
The following functions are available in SF:
- open the data table;
- close the current data table;
- view the properties of the current data table;
- view and change the structure of the selected database table;
- adjust the display settings of the table;
- open for viewing the subordinate table to the current data table;
- rename the current data table;
- delete the current data table;
- navigate through the records of the table;
- delete the record in the current table;
- add an entry to the current table;
- cancel changes in the current record;
- save changes in the current record;
- filter (find) records in the current table;
- set the sequence of displaying records in the current table by selecting an index;
- ODBC Administrator;
- call the function of geocoding;
- call the function of automatic communication;
- print a report on the data table.
4.1 Open (close) the table
The dialog of the table opening allows to select the concrete table, or by the filename indicating of
the appropriate format, or by choice of alias for the database and of the table name accessible to this alias,
or to indicate the table from the current «DB project».
Alias of the database is created by resources of BDE Administrator or of ODBC Administrator.
Access to the table through ODBC driver is admitted only with usage of an alias. It is generally
recommended to realize access to the table with usage of a pseudonym with the purpose of simplification
of data access and their moving onto other computer.
In SF, it is admitted the opening of tables which were not including in «DB project». Such tables
have no link with a map and for them are not saved personal settings for displaying. The names of such
tables are encompassed into <<a filename of the table>>.
The table opens with a full list of fields (columns). Width and fields sequence can be changed by
dragging with the help of the cursor keeping pressed left mouse button. The list of displayed fields is
customized in the mode «Table properties».
To one map it is possible to open several data tables. For each table in the window of a database
access the separate bookmark with a name of the table is created. All operations on data access are
fulfilled with the table which one is displayed in a current bookmark.
The overall dimensions SF are saved in the project file at its closing and are restored at its opening
and SF activation.
The table is closed by choice of mode «Close the table».
4.2 Table properties
The choice of the item «Properties» will actuate the dialog in which the properties of the current
data table are displayed. All properties of the table are divided onto following groups:
- Common;
- Structure;
- Indexes;
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-

Fields visibility;
Map link.

For the detail table of the group the indexes and map link bookmarks are not displayed.
For each group of properties in the dialog the separate bookmark is assigned.
«Common» bookmark contains the common parameters describing the specified table, namely:
- database name;
- table filename;
- filename of a map to which one the table is referred;
- parameters filename;
- record count in the table;
- name of the table language driver;
- name of the driver which provides access to the table.
Bookmarks «Structure» and «Indexes» describe the characteristics of fields and indexes of the table.
«Fields visibility» bookmark allows to customize the sequence and enumeration of displayed fields.
«Map link» bookmark defines the current characteristics of the table links with map objects.
4.3 Control of parameters for display of the table
This mode allows to set the following display options for the table:
- Set color for odd lines;
- Set color for even lines;
- Carry out breakdown of the long text for some lines. Installation of this parameter allows to
change a mouse height of lines. The text will be transferred, if height of a line more than height
of one line of the text.
- Display contents of Memo-fields.
If all parameters are filled correctly – save them.
4.4 GEOCODING mode
Geocoding mode is used for creation dot (point) objects by coordinates specified in the database.
The database table should contain fields appropriate to X and Y coordinates.
For execution of this mode it is necessary to fill in the following information:
1) Creation of the object for a current record or objects for all records of the table.
2) The units of measurement, in which coordinates of the object in the database are preset (meters,
radians, degrees, national aviation – the coordinates are specified in degrees as text with the
indicating of a latitude and longitude (xxzz,s n(s); xxxzz,s e (w)).
3) Fields names of the data table having X, Y object coordinates.
4) To set or not to set the link of the created object with appropriate to it record of the database
table. At the further operations with database the placed link allows to find by record in the
table the appropriate to it object or, on the contrary, by the object to find the record.
5) Name of the map (vector or custom) on which objects and the type of the created object will be
created by double clicking in the field «Object name». This brings up the dialog «Selecting the
object».
6) «Height characterization» (optional parameter).
In the dialog «Selecting the object», it is necessary to:
- select the name of the open map on which the objects will be created;
- select a layer;
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-

select the type (kind) of object (example of the image for the selected object can be seen in the
window «Image»);
click the button «Install».

7) If the created object should have the height characteristic (optional parameter), it is necessary to:
- select a field name of the data table (H coordinate) in which the height in meters is preset;
- if the height needs to be recorded into semantics of the created object, it is necessary to select
the appropriate semantics characteristic from «Semantic parameters list» (list is filled and
becomes accessible after choice of the concrete map and object);
- to define the necessity of height recording into the metrics and semantics by ticks entering
«Save height: into metrics, into semantics».
If all parameters are filled correctly, the button «Create» (Ok) is activated. By clicking this button,
we create objects with the selected parameters and finish the execution of «Geocoding» mode.
4.5 ENHANCED GEOCODING mode
«Enhanced geocoding» task is intended for plotting objects from the database table.
The database table should contain the fields corresponding to the coordinates X and Y.
To perform geocoding, it is necessary to:
1) Configure geocoding parameters;
2) Select the mode for creating map objects;
3) Configure additional geocoding parameters.
4.5.1
Configuring of parameters for geocoding
To configure geocoding parameters, it is necessary to select:
- units of measurement, in which the coordinates of objects in the database are specified (meters,
radians, degrees, state aviation);
- the name of the open map on which the objects will be created;
- the mode of creating map objects, for which one of the bookmarks «Objects of the same type» is
activated.
Units of measurement «state aviation» are recorded in degrees in text form with indication of
latitude and longitude: xxzz, ss n(s); xxxzz, ss e(w), where «x» – degrees, «z» – minutes, «s» – seconds,
n(s) – north (south) latitude, e(w) – east (west) longitude.
Example: coordinates of the Ostankino TV tower – 55 49.11 n; 37 36.42 e.
The bookmark «Objects of the same type» assumes the selection of the object type:
- Objects of the same type;
- View by key;
- View by user code.
Selecting the bookmark «Objects of the same type» assumes that all entries in the data table refer to
objects of the same type that are selected from the classifier by pressing the button «…». In the dialog
«Selecting the object», it is necessary to select the localization, layer, object type (for example, the image
of the selected object is in the window «Image») and click the button «Install».
Bookmark «View by key». It is assumed that the table contains a field in which unique names of
objects from the classifier (keys) are specified.
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For the bookmark «View by user code» it is assumed that the table contains a field in which user
codes are specified in symbolic or numeric form. Each such code represents one kind of map object. The
sequence to set the mode:
1) Select the field that contains the value of the user code. Automatically, a list of all unique
codes, contained in the data table, will be generated.
2) Match the user code and the object name from the classifier. To do this, the mouse cursor is set
on the required entry in the field «Object name from the classifier».
3) After clicking the left mouse button, the dialog «Selecting the object» opens, in which the
object type is selected. The name of the object from the classifier is recorded in the selected
field. If the correspondence of the user code and the object name from the classifier is not set,
then objects with this code will not be created.
4.5.2
Selecting the mode of creating map objects
The mode of creating map objects involves filling in the following data:
- field names of the data table containing the coordinates X, Y of the object. If the object to be
created must have a height characteristic (optional parameter), it is necessary to select the field
name in which the height in meters (coordinate H) is specified;
- name of the field of the object number (feature). The data in this field must be the same for all
records that belong to the same object, and these records in the table must be placed one after
the other. In accordance with the number of metric points for creating a linear object such
records must be two or more, for an area object – three or more, for a vector object – two, for a
point – one. The first such record should contain fields with filled information about the object
(user key or code, semantics).
If the field name of the object number (feature) is not specified, then only dot (point) objects can be
created.
4.5.3
Configuring the advanced parameters for geocoding
As additional settings for geocoding parameters, it is possible to specify:
- inscription;
- linking the object to the database table entry;
- recording to the transaction log;
- semantic characteristics.
4.5.3.1 Inscription
Creating an object of type «Inscription» (Caption), it is indicated the name of the field, in which the
inscription text is specified.
4.5.3.2 Linking the object to the database table entry
The established connection of the created object with the corresponding record of the database table
during subsequent work with the database allows you to find the object corresponding to it by the record
in the table, or, on the contrary, on the object to find the record.
4.5.3.3 Recording to the transaction log
In order to increase the speed with the streaming of objects, it is recommended not to record data to
the transaction log.
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4.5.3.4 Semantic characteristics
If the created object should have semantic characteristics, it is necessary:
- Click the button «Add». A record will be added to the list of semantic characteristics, in which
the value of the fields «Name of semantics» and «Field name is unknown».
- Select the values of the fields «Semantics name» and «Table field name». The name of the
semantics (Field name) is selected from the list, which becomes available after clicking the left
mouse button in this field
If the list of semantic characteristics contains semantics having the type «Code from the classifier»,
then it is necessary to specify in what form the information is stored (either code or in the decoded
symbolic form).
If all parameters are filled correctly, the button «Create» is activated.
By clicking this button we create objects with the selected parameters. All parameters are stored in
the map file INI. When the form is reactivated, when the name of the open map, the name of the database
table and its structure remain the same, the settings are restored automatically.
When the button «Fail» is completed, the settings are not saved, the button «X» – the settings are
saved from the previous session.
4.6 Mode of UPDATING SEMANTICS
The mode «Update semantics» is used to change the semantic characteristics of the map objects.
This mode allows to add the new semantic characteristics or to change the value of already existing
semantics.
To perform this mode, it is necessary to:
1) Set the name of the open map.
2) Create a list of semantic characteristics for updating.
To form a list of semantic characteristics it is necessary to:
- Click the button «Add». The record will be added to the list of semantic characteristics, in
which the value of the fields «Semantics name» and «Field name» is unknown;
- Select values for the fields «Semantics name» and «Table field name». The name of the
semantics (Field name) is selected from the list, which becomes available after clicking the left
mouse button in this field. For semantics of type «Code from the classifier (reference)», it is
necessary to specify the type of value that is contained in this field (code, key or full name).
At the switched-on button «For the allocated objects» in the update of the semantics, it is
considered only allocated objects of the map.
The mode «Always add» allows to add several semantics with the same code.
In the mode «Add in case of absence», one value of semantics is added.
At the switched-on button «If there is, update», the values of the already existing semantics are
changed (the button is active in the mode «Add in case of absence»).
In order to increase the speed with the streaming of object semantics, it is recommended not to
record information to the transaction log.
If all the parameters are filled correctly, the button «OK» is activated.
4.7 Mode of UPDATING VALUES OF TABLE ON SEMANTICS
The mode «Update table values by semantics» is used to change values in the table that correspond
to the semantics of map objects associated with this record. This mode allows to change the values of
already existing semantics in the table.
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To perform this mode, it is necessary to:
1) Set the name of the open map.
2) Create a list of semantic characteristics for updating:
3) Click the button «Add». The record will be added to the list of semantic characteristics, in
which the value of the fields «Semantics name» and «Field name» is unknown;
4) Select the field values «Semantics name» and «Table field name». «Semantics name» (Field
name) is selected from the list, which becomes available after clicking the left mouse button in
this field.
When the button «For allocated objects» is turned on, only the allocated map objects are counted in
the table update.
If all parameters are filled correctly, the button «OK» is activated.
4.8 Mode of AUTOMATIC LINKING
The mode «Automatic linking» (Auto link mode) links the allocated map objects to a data table
containing information on the semantic characteristics of the map objects.
Before activating this mode, it is necessary to allocated objects on the map which are need to
connect with records from the current table.
After activating the automatic binding mode, it is necessary to perform the following actions:
1) Click the button «Add». The record will be added to the list of semantic characteristics, in
which the value of the fields «Semantics name» and «Field name» is unknown. The list can
contain no more than 5 entries.
2) Select the values of the fields «Semantics name» and «Field name» of the table. «Semantics
name» (Field name) is selected from the list, which becomes available after clicking the left
mouse button in this field.
3) Indicate what kind of information is stored in the database (semantics in the decoded form or
not). This parameter must be filled in, if there is semantics of the classifier type among the
selected semantics. For such semantics, a conditional code is stored in GIS from the list of
admissible ones. A string is assigned to each such code. If the value of such a characteristic is
indicated when establishing a connection in the form of a number, then this is called «Set the
value in the encoded form».
4) If all the parameters are filled correctly – click the button «Run (Execute)».
4.9 Mode of LINK CANCELLATION
This mode allows to cancel the link between map objects and records of the data table. As a result
of the mode «Link cancellation» operation, all data containing information about the connection is deleted
from the table. For example, if the data table has an internal type of connection, then the data from the
fields containing the name of the map sheet and the number of the map object will be deleted.
4.10 Mode of SUBORDINATED TABLE
For example, there is a table of «Settlement of Noginsk district (t_district)», containing the list of
settlements. Also it is required that the user, moving according to this table, watched not only names of
settlements (field d_Name), but also the list of the settlements entering into the chosen settlement
(t_locality).
In this case the main table is (t_locality), the auxiliary table – t_locality, and a key defining their
communication are the fields id and district_ref, data tables respectively. The tables t_district, t_locality
have to be indexed on these fields. Each entry in the main table, the key puts in compliance generally a
set for records of the auxiliary table.
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Activate the bookmark «Standard form of DB Administrator». Add the table t_district by clicking
the button «Add – Basic Table». Then click the button «Add – Slave Table», add the subordinate table
and set the communication parameters between the tables. At the end of the link formation, click the
button «OK».

Figure 55 - The window «Forming the list of master and slave tables»
After all connections are configured, click on the button «View». You see that depending on which
record you have allocated in the list of settlements, it is displayed the list of settlements for this area.
Thus, the cursor slides on the main table (fields are marked in blue), and the auxiliary table displays only
those records (fields are marked in red), in which the key fields coincide with the key fields of the main
table.

Figure 56 - The window «View of master and slave tables»
The subordinate (slave) table can, in turn, act as a manager.
Working with the slave table is carried out using the menu, which is called by right-clicking on the
table.
The items in this menu are:
- Add a subordinate table – used to select a slave table and set communication parameters.
- Link to another field – used to change communication parameters.
- Properties.
- Close – it is used to close the table, and if the slaves were opened for the closed table, they are
also closed.
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Working with the main table is carried out using this menu, except that the item «Link to another
field» will not be displayed. In addition, the item «Add the subordinate table» will be unavailable, if the
user views a separate table.
4.11 Navigation along the table
Moving over the data set consists in controlling the pointer of the current record (cursor). This
pointer specifies the entry from which operations such as editing or deletion will be performed.
To move through the records and view them, scrollbars and cursor keys are used.
To navigate through the data table, buttons are available that move the current record pointer to the
beginning and end of the table.
4.12 Editing of the table
To change the contents of the table, the following functions are available:
- Adding entries. Switching to the insert mode of a new record is performed by pressing the menu
button «Add» or the key «Insert». Inserting a record appears at the point where the current
record pointer is located.
- Deleting records. If the current entry is successfully deleted, the next entry becomes the next
entry, if the last record was deleted, the cursor moves to the previous entry, which becomes the
last entry after the deletion. Before deleting an entry, the user is asked to confirm the deletion
necessary. To delete an entry, press the menu button «Delete record» or the keys «Ctrl +
Delete».
- Editing of records. Editing records is to change the values of their fields. Only the current record
can be edited, therefore, before the editing operations, the search and move operations on the
required record are usually performed. To switch to the editing mode of the field of the current
record, it is enough to press any of the alphanumeric keys when the cursor is set in this field.
- Save the changes. Changes made while editing or adding an entry can be accepted by clicking
the menu button «Save», or by pressing the key «Enter» or by clicking on another entry.
- Cancel changes. To cancel changes, press the menu button «Cancel» or the key «Esc».
4.13 Filtering and search of records
To filter the records of a data set, it is possible using:
- enhanced template;
- facilitated template;
- lines for entering data filtering conditions in the main view window of the table «Standard
Form».
Filtration is the input of constraints for records that must enter the data set. The composition of the
records in the data set at a certain point in time depends on the restrictions being set, including by means
of filtering. The system provides the ability to perform the following two filtering options for data set
records:
- by expression.
- by range.
4.13.1 Filtering by expression
When using filtering by expression, the data set is limited to records that satisfy the filter that
specifies the conditions for the selection of records.
The advantage of filtering by expression is that it is applicable to any fields, including non-indexed
fields. Since all records of the table are scanned during the selection process, expression filtering is
effective with a small number of entries.
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A filter expression is a design that can include the following elements:
- Table field names;
- Literals;
- Comparison operations;
- Logical operations.
If the field name contains Russian letters, it is enclosed in square brackets.
A literal is a value that is specified explicitly (for example, a number, string, or symbol).
Comparison operations:
- «=» – is equal;
- «<» – less;
- «>» – more;
- «<=» – less than and equal to;
- «>=» – is greater and equal;
- «<>» – is not equal.
It is possible to use AND, OR, NOT as logical operations.
As an example of setting filter conditions, there is the following expression:
[district_ref] <= '6'
The expression provides a selection of all records for which the value of the field district_ref does
not exceed 6.
For character fields, it is possible to search for a partial match. For this purpose, the symbol «*» is
used, which replaces the sequence for characters of arbitrary length. Suppose, it is necessary to make a
list of cities which names begin with the letter «B»: [l_sem9] = 'B *'.
The output for this query is shown in the figure.

Figure 57 - The window «View of data table»
It is recommended to enclose symbolic values in single apostrophes (for example, «Moscow»).
4.13.2 Filtering by range
At filtering by range, those records which field values correspond to the specified range will be
included in the data set. Thus, the filtering condition is an expression of the form «value > of the lower
boundary AND the value of the upper bound», in which instead of the comparison operations «<» and
«>» operations «<=» and «>=» can be indicated.
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4.13.3 Search of records
Search of the record satisfying certain conditions, means transition onto the given record. Search in
many respects is similar to filtering, during search the check of records fields also is carried out.
Difference consists that as a result of search the quantity of data set records does not change, and
transition onto the found record is carried out.
At the organization of records search the great value has presence of index for fields by which
search is conducted. At use of indexes the speed of data processing considerably raises.
4.13.4 The enhanced template
The enhanced template is called using the command «Search and Filter / Enhanced Template» and
it is used to filter and search the records of the data set by expression and by range.
The user must independently generate an expression for the filter. To build a filter expression, it is
provided a list of data field names and a list of operators. Double-clicking the left mouse button selects
the field of the table from «Field List» and the comparison operation from the window «Operator». Next,
it is necessary to go to the window «Text of current query» and enter the condition value. It is possible to
edit the created expression in the window «Text of current query».
It is possible to specify complex conditions for the formation of a filter, for example, with the
logical operations AND and OR.
It is possible to save the generated expression for the filter (the button «Save»). The previously
saved query is selected in the window «List of saved queries». At click the button «Reset current», the
current expression for the filter is deleted. Use the button «Reset list» to clear the list of requests from all
previously saved items.
Controlling the filtering of the data set is done using the buttons «Filter», «Search» and «Reset».
4.13.5 The facilitated template
The facilitated template is called using the command «Search and Filter / Facilitated Template» and
it is used to filter and retrieve records of the data set by expression and by range.
The user must independently generate an expression for the filter. To build a filter expression, it is
presented «Table of Query Formation», which contains three columns:
- Field name. It contains a list of the names for fields in the data set that will be searched or
filtered.
- The operator. It contains a list of valid operations, which is activated by double-clicking the left
mouse button on the selected cell. The content of the list is changed depending on whether the
value is specified in the field «Value» or not.
- Value. It contains the list of values for the selected field of the data set. After double clicking
the left mouse button on the selected cell, an arrow appears to the right, when pressed, a list
opens in which it is possible to select one of the elements. It is possible to enter any valid value
in the cell.
Let's consider an example of forming an expression for a filter:
Name = 'LAKE CONSTANT'
To do this, in «Table of Query Formation», it is necessary to go to the line containing the name of
the field NAME and specify the value of 'LAKE CONSTANT' in the current cell of the column «Value»
(or after double clicking on the cell, activate the list with values, or enter data independently).
The filter expression, generated in this way, will be shown in the window «Text of the current
query». At the same time editing of the created expression in the window «Text of the current query» is
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prohibited. The filter template specified in this mode can be edited in the mode «Advanced Search or
Filter».
It is possible to save the generated expression for the filter (the button «Save»). The previously
saved query is selected in the window «List of saved queries». At click the button «Reset current», the
current expression for the filter is deleted. Use the button «Reset list» to clear the list of requests from all
previously saved items.
Controlling the filtering of the data set is done using the buttons «Filter», «Search» and «Reset».
4.14 Using «hot keys» during the work with the list
«Ctrl + C» – copy the contents of the current cell to the buffer. To correctly copy Russian text, it is
necessary that the current keyboard layout is Russian.
«Ctrl + [key to the left]» – go to the first column in the line.
«Ctrl + [key to the right]» – go to the last column in the line.
«Ctrl + F» – call the search form in the current column.
To start the search, press the keyboard shortcut «Ctrl + F», the search form is activated. Type the
characters in the field «Sample», specify the search conditions and click the button «Find Next».

Figure 58 - The window «Parameters for searching»
For filtering records of a data set, use a special line (under the heading), where the user can enter
text into cells. Or, click on the small black triangles on the right of the special line to get a list of possible
text to search for.
The expression text in the filter cell must have the following format:
[Operator1] Operand1 [(] [AND|OR Operator2 Operand2 [)]]
Where OperatorX – one from [ = | <> | != | > | < | >= | <= | ~ | !~ | in ( ]
OperandX – number, date, line expression, or, for operator 'IN' – a list of values, separated by
commas.
For example:
*1*
*>=1*
*>1 AND <=5*
*~ TestStr%*
*!~ TestStr_*
*in (1,2,3,4,5,6) and >100*
*in (Str1,Str2,Str3)*
When the cursor is in the filter cell, the user must press «ENTER» to apply the filter.
Attention! For the filter mode to function correctly, the filter condition must be enclosed in the
symbol «*» (*filter text*). This condition must be met when there are punctuation marks, brackets,
special characters in the filter text.
The horizontal and vertical scroll bars allow to view the list information.
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The width of the list column is set by dragging the separator between headers when you hover and
click on the cursor. If the delimiter is not visible to the right, then move the cursor to the vertical scroll
bar.
4.15 Mode of PRINTING THE REPORTS
The mode «Print reports» is designed to create custom reports based on information from the
currently active data table. This mode is called by selecting the menu item «Print reports» or by pressing
the corresponding button on the main panel.
Reports are created using Microsoft Office tools (for templates with the extension XLT – MS Excel,
with the extension DOT – MS Word). Any report is printed based on a template that was created and
configured in advance in Microsoft Office.
The document template consists of a descriptive part that is not automatically edited, and data fields
(key fields) that are replaced during the process of report creation with the corresponding values from the
table. Data fields are the names of fields in the table in the form of a set of capital letters enclosed
between the characters «#». For example, NUMBER is the name of the table field, #NUMBER# is the
name of the data field in the template.
Reports can be of two types:
- Tabular report can be created only on the basis of the template MS Excel and it contains data in
the form of a table. In the first line of the report template, where it is necessary to start printing
data in a table format, the names of the data fields should be listed. As an example, a tabular
report is provided based on a template named ExExcel.xlt.
- «Form report» is a document in which the names of the data fields are set in any place chosen
by the user, and they can be repeated. «Report on the form» is created based on the template MS
Word or MS Excel. As an example, a tabular report is provided based on a template named
ExWord.xlt.
When creating a new report, it is necessary to:
- Create a user template. Templates are formed by means of Microsoft Office (MS Excel, MS
Word). After starting MS Excel or MS Word in the menu «File», select the command «Create».
Select the tab «General» and double-click the icon «New Document» in MS Word or «Book» in
MS Excel.
- Enter the necessary information for the formation of the report. Specify the names of the data
fields.
Select the command «Save As» in the menu «File» (the extension of the template XLT – MS Excel,
the extension DOT – MS Word). The procedure for creating and maintaining templates is described in
detail in the documentation for MS Office.
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5

FORM CONSTRUCTOR

Form constructor is designed to create and edit user forms (dialog windows), which provide
convenient user experience with database tables. More details on working with the form designer are
described in the second part of the documentation.
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6

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

When working with the system, it is recommended to follow these rules:
1) When copying the table files, do not forget to copy the link file. If this file is lost, all links
between the table entries and the map objects will be lost;
2) It is strongly recommended not to establish a connection between the map objects and the table
records if the same table is opened with maps having the same file name (without the full path),
but different in content. In this situation, connections from different maps will be recorded in
one file;
3) For successful operation, the directory with the data table must be recordable;
4) After establishing at least one connection between the map objects and records in the table, the
name of the field on which the communication is made, should not be changed, otherwise
communication with the map objects will be violated;
5) If the field of the table that links to the map objects is indexed, the search for the record
associated with the selected map object will be performed in the fastest possible way.
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